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MULTISPORT SCOREBOARDS
ICE HOCKEY
D-M4SH2H and D-M5SH2H
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Ice Hockey Scoreboards for Indoor (Model D-M4SH2H) and Outdoor (Model D-M4SH2H-O):

ŸScoreboard is made of 3 modules which are mounted onto a metal frame
ŸLEDs in three colors: red, green and yellow, white captions enhance scoreboard’s readability
ŸRunning time: 99:59 minutes up/down (25 cm green digits), last minute of match runs down in 1/10 seconds
ŸDay time (real clock) can be displayed on the "running time" section of the scoreboard
ŸScore: 0 to 99 each side (25 cm red digits)
ŸPeriod: 0 to 9 (18 cm yellow digit)
Ÿ10 min: 0 to 19 each side (15 cm red digits)
ŸTime-out: 1 x 2 cm diameter LED cluster each side
ŸPenalties: Two running penalty timers per team: 0 - 9:59 minutes (15 cm red digits)
ŸPlayer numbers for penalty times: 0 to 99 (15 cm yellow digits)
ŸHorn
ŸPower supply: 110/220 VAC - 50/60 Hz
ŸDimensions: 3800 x 1000 x 70 mm
ŸWeight: about 75 kg
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Ice Hockey Scoreboards for Indoor (Model D-M5SH2H) and Outdoor (Model D-M5SH2H-O):

ŸScoreboard consists of one piece
ŸLEDs in three colors: red, green and yellow, white captions enhance scoreboard’s readability
ŸRunning time: 99:59 minutes up/down (25 cm green digits), last minute of match runs down in
ŸDay time (real clock) can be displayed on the "running time" section of the scoreboard
ŸScore: 0 to 99 each side (25 cm red digits)
ŸPeriod: 0 to 9 (18 cm yellow digit)
Ÿ10 min: 0 to 19 each side (15 cm red digits)
ŸTime-out: 1 x 2 cm diameter LED cluster each side
ŸPenalties: Two running penalty timers per team: 0 - 9:59 minutes (15 cm red digits)
ŸHorn
ŸPower supply: 110/220 VAC - 50/60 Hz
ŸDimensions: 3000 x 1000 x 70 mm
ŸWeight: about 60 kg

Terminal:
D-CKN micro controller based command console with LCD data display, integrated keyboard
and integrated beeper for confirmation of key contact. The terminal memorizes the data of the
board in case of power failure (no batteries are necessary). The time of day can be shown on
the scoreboard when it is not in use for a game.
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Ice Hockey Scoreboard for Indoor (Model D-L4SH2H) and Outdoor (Model D-L4SH2H-O)

ŸScoreboard is made of 3 modules which are mounted onto a metal frame
ŸLEDs in three colors: red, green and yellow, white captions enhance scoreboard’s readability
ŸRunning time: 99:59 minutes up/down (30 cm green digits), last minute of match runs down in 1/10 seconds
ŸDay time (real clock) can be displayed on the "running time" section of the scoreboard
ŸScore: 0 to 99 each side (30 cm red digits)
ŸPeriod: 0 to 9 (25 cm yellow digit)
Ÿ10 min: 0 to 19 each side (18 cm red digits)
ŸTime-out: 1 x 4 cm diameter LED cluster each side
ŸPenalties: Two running penalty timers per team: 0 - 9:59 minutes (18 cm red digits)
ŸPlayer numbers: 0 to 99 (18 cm yellow digits)
ŸHorn
ŸPower supply: 110/220 VAC - 50/60 Hz
ŸDimensions: 4400 x 1500 x 70 mm
ŸWeight: about 130 kg
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Ice Hockey Scoreboards for Indoor (Model D-L5SH2H) and Outdoor (Model D-L5SH2H-O):
ŸScoreboard is made of 3 modules which are mounted onto a metal frame

ŸLEDs in three colors: red, green and yellow, white captions enhance scoreboard’s readability
ŸRunning time: 99:59 minutes up/down (30 cm green digits), last minute of match runs down in
ŸDay time (real clock) can be displayed on the "running time" section of the scoreboard
ŸScore: 0 to 99 each side (30 cm red digits)
ŸPeriod: 0 to 9 (25 cm yellow digit)
Ÿ10 min: 0 to 19 each side (18 cm red digits)
ŸTime-out: 1 x 4 cm diameter LED cluster each side
ŸPenalties: Two running penalty timers per team: 0 - 9:59 minutes (18 cm red digits)
ŸHorn
ŸPower supply: 110/220 VAC - 50/60 Hz
ŸDimensions: 3800 x 1500 x 70 mm
ŸWeight: about 110 kg

Terminal:
D-CKN micro controller based command console with LCD data display, integrated keyboard
and integrated beeper for confirmation of key contact. The terminal memorizes the data of the
board in case of power failure (no batteries are necessary). The time of day can be shown on
the scoreboard when it is not in use for a game.
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MULTISPORT SCOREBOARDS
Ice Hockey - Options
ALGE-TIMING offers a wide range of options for the Ice Hockey Scoreboards
ŸModels

for outdoor use with much brighter LEDs, so you can see the board also at direct sunlight
solution to control the scoreboard from the command console D-CKN flexible around the ice rink
ŸWe offer each model as well with integrated text field to show the team names with an LED-text field
ŸScoreboard cubes to mount the scoreboard in the centre of the ice-arena
ŸScoreboard with attached matrix field to show information (e.g. team roster, scorer, etc.)
ŸScoreboard with integrated videowall
ŸRadio
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Hockey Goal Light D-HGL:
The goal lights are mounted behind each goal. A goal judge has a button to activate the red or green
light to indicate if the goal should be counted or not.
A goal light is necessary for international events and also in some national leagues.
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